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The application of Public-Private Partnership (PPP)mode in transportation infrastructure construction has achievedmore progress
worldwide; now thismode has been adopted in highway projects of China from2015. In the application of PPPmode, there are three
main facts inChina, which includewhether the government is responsible for land acquisition and resettlement (LAR), the discount
rate changes, and the replacement of business tax by value-added tax (VAT) in 2016. So this paper discussesValue forMoney (VFM)
quantitative assessment of highway projects under PPP mode in China, which considers currently three actual issues in China. A
case study of Heda freeway in China has shown that (1) the government’s responsibility for LAR compensation may attract social
capital investor and reduce the risk of social instability, (2) a reasonable range of a low discount rate can greatly reduce government
expenditure, and (3) the replacement of business tax by VAT will increase the highway project company’s burden. The research
results will be helpful for value of money assessment of highway projects under PPPmode in China andmay offer the reference for
other countries’ highway projects under PPP mode.

1. Introduction

The concept of Public-Private Partnership (PPP) was first
proposed by England government, while the early designa-
tion was called Private Finance Initiative (PFI), which can be
found in Fox and Tott [1]. In 1992, the England government
passed a legislation to promote the application of PFI mode
[2], and with the accomplishment of a batch highway infra-
structure projects, authority and scholars in England summa-
rized the new progress and experience of PFI. In 2004, Eng-
land government issued Value for Money (VFM) Assessment
Guidance [3] and put forward usingVFMassessmentmethod
to evaluate public projects. Value for Money Assessment
Guidance was updated in 2006 [4], while, in 2012, HM Trea-
sury [5] published a new approach to Public-Private Partner-
ships, which is also based on theVFMmethod. PPPmode can
not only help the government public sector to avoid financial
risks and promote private investors to participate public
service, but also accelerate public goods’ supply efficiency
through the cooperation of public and private sectors.

The application of the PPPmode in transportation infras-
tructure construction achieved more progress worldwide [6–
10]. Researchers regard the PPPmode as an inexorable trend,
for the reason of alleviating government’s capital press and
improving a project’s construction schedule, as well as apply-
ing the limited funds into where it is needed [11, 12].

At present, the main restriction factor for China highway
development is the funds shortage [10, 13]. Under the tra-
ditional investment and financing mode, the financial fund
from governments constitutes the main part of capital source
of a highway construction project. The limited funds from
governments will directly lead to the fund shortage of the
project and trigger financing risks [14–16]. To remedy this
fund shortage issue, the State Council of the People’s Republic
of China promoted the PPP mode to reinforce local gov-
ernment’s debt management in September 2014. In October
2015, the China’s 13th Five-Year Plan for economic and social
development also proposed to popularize the PPP mode.
The applications of the PPPmode into highway construction
projects in China can explicit each investor’s duty and right,
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share responsibility of government’s financial pressure, and
make full use of private capital. The combination of the PPP
financing mode and highway infrastructure construction
projects in China has become an important tendency.

In March 2016, the Ministry of Finance of China and
China’s State Administration of Taxation published “the
notice for implementation of replacing the business tax with
a value-added tax pilot”, and the highway planning and con-
struction will also be affected by this new fiscal taxation
policy.Meanwhile, in the application of PPPmode in highway
projects, whether the government is responsible for land
acquisition and resettlement (LAR) and changes in reason-
able profitmargins with different discount rates also affect the
value of money assessment in China.Therefore, how tomaxi-
mize the VFM value becomes the core content of the intro-
ducing PPP into highway infrastructure projects.

This paper discusses the highway infrastructure project’s
value of money assessment under PPP mode and mainly
compares three scenarios, including the LAR, discount rates,
and VAT pilot, to analyze the difference and then provides
some suggestions for value of money assessment of highway
projects under the PPP mode in China.

The contribution of this article lies in the following as-
pects. (1) This paper explores the VFM quantitative assess-
ment of highway projects under PPPmode in China and dis-
cusses three reality questions in China, including whether the
government is responsible for LAR, the discount rate changes,
and the replacement of business tax by VAT. This paper is
helpful for local government to negotiate with the social
capital investors. (2)The real investment dilemma in highway
projects under PPP mode has been lasting for a long time,
while no academic research has provided the corresponding
solutions to solve it. So this paper presents some suggestions
for the PPP development of highway project, aiming at solv-
ing the local government’s fund shortage and attracting more
social capital’s investment in highway projects.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 re-
views the related literatures; Section 3 establishes the VFM
assessment of highway project under PPP mode in China,
Section 4 presents a case study of Heda freeway in Heilongji-
ang Province, then Section 5 includes the discussion and
gives some suggestions for the PPP development of highway
project, and Section 6 is the conclusion.

2. Literature Review

At present, the VFMmode of PPPhas beenwidely used in the
development of public programs and infrastructure projects
in developed countries. For example, Scottish government
[17] published Value for Money Assessment Guidance: Cap-
ital Programs and Projects; Federal Highway Administration
[18] proposed Guidebook for Value for Money Assessment
of America, which aimed to provide reference and guide
for PPP projects. Take Chile as an example; during 1994 to
2006, this country adopted PPP mode in the construction of
36 highways and airport infrastructure programs; the total
investment was more than 6 billion dollars [19].

In HM Treasury [4], VFM is defined as the optimum
combination of whole-of-life costs and quality (or fitness for

purpose) of the good or service to meet the user’s require-
ment. The purpose of VFM assessment method is to realize
the utilization efficiency optimization of public resource allo-
cation and achieve the required quality at the lowest whole
life cost. Public Sector Comparator (PSC) in the VFM is a
key quantification tool to measure the VFM of a PPP project,
and it represents the cost for procuring a project using the
conventional delivery method, while the Shadow Bid pro-
vides the cost for a PPP delivery of the same reference project
[18]. And then the investors choose the most efficient mode
to build the infrastructure project.

In the theoretical field, the PPPmode application in high-
way projects also achieves more progress. Nakagawa and
Hamajima [20] considered that a PPP project should be
passed if this project can increase public benefits and tax re-
venues. Grimsey and Lewis [21] regarded the long-term loan
rate as discount rates would be overconservative in PPP pro-
jects at UK, while a discount rate should fully consider the
opportunity cost of financial funds and reflect the real value
of these financial funds. Shaoul [22] thought a PPP project
assessment should consider economic factors, social factors,
and environmental factors. Zhang and Durango-Cohen [23]
found that the tax burden of franchiser would be transferred
to service providers, which can be solved by the alliance of
public sectors and private investors.

Some scholars also queried the existing VFM assessment
system and thought there were some inherent vices. Khada-
roo [24] considered the presupposition assumptions as too
subjective, which may increase the randomness of the VFM
calculation and thus cannot exactly reflect the reality of the
VFM’s effect. Coulson [25] compared the invitation for bids
of PFI in 2004 and 2006 and considered the financial model
was too complex, whichwill easilymakemistakes and ismore
dependent on the historical data. The risk of investment of
transportation infrastructure needs to be considered [26].
Burke and Demirag [27] found that the traffic demand
risk emanates within the operational phase, while the toll
revenue calculation is conducted before the time when PPP
becomes operational (at the planning stage). Otherwise,
recently researchers focusedmore on the highway investment
size, investment timing, and corresponding solutions [28–
30]; these studies can be helpful for the highway investment
and avoid the invest risk.

In China, before the “Guide of Value for Money Assess-
ment in PPP (Trail)” in December 2015, Gao et al. [6] and
Ke et al. [31] discussed the necessity and possibility of estab-
lishing the VFMmode. According to the study of Chan et al.
[32], the main impetus of adopting PPP in China is solving
the government’s financial tight budget and providing infras-
tructure and public services, but it will neglect the efficiency
without assessing the VFM. In December 2015, the Ministry
of Finance of China drew up “Guide of Value for Money
Assessment in PPP (Trail)” [33], which provides principles
and methods for the VFM qualitative assessment and quan-
titative assessment. In April 2015, the Ministry of Finance of
China and the Ministry of Transport of China jointly pub-
lished “the implementation opinions on the promoting PPP
mode in toll highway field” [34], which had defined explicitly
the basic principles, implementation requests, and support-
ingmeasures of toll highway PPP projects. In 2015, there were
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7 highway projects using PPP mode, while their total invest-
ment was 61.3 billion Yuan, which accounted for 7.3% of the
total PPP projects in China [35].

From above analysis we can find that there are fewer stud-
ies paying attention to the effectiveness evaluation of high-
way projects under PPPmode in China.Therefore, this paper
takes VFM assessment of highway projects under PPP mode
as the study object and mainly focuses on three different sce-
narios, which include whether the government is responsible
for LAR, the discount rate changes, and the replacement of
the business tax by VAT pilot in highway PPP projects.

3. Model Establishment for the VFM of
Highway Project under PPP Mode in China

3.1. Theoretical Framework. Presently, the Ministry of Trans-
port of China has not published VFM of highway projects
under PPP mode; we can only refer to “Guide of Value for
Money Assessment in PPP (Trail)” from the Ministry of
Finance of China. Just as PPP and VFM in other countries,
the core of this guide is under the assumption that PPPmode
and traditional government investment mode have the same
output performance, by comparing the quantitative evalua-
tion PPP value with the PSC value, determining whether the
PPP mode can reduce the life cycle cost of a transport infra-
structure project.

Calculating the PSC value based on VFM needs to set a
reference project; here we present the definition of a reference
project. According to the guideline fromMinistry of Finance
of China [33, 36], the reference project can be determined
by supposing that a government adopts a realistic and most
effective traditional investment embodiment, while a virtual
project has the same outputs as a PPP project. According to
the highway project assessment procedure under PPP mode,
the quantitative evaluation process is shown in Figure 1.

3.2. VFM and PSC Relationship Analysis. The expense (cost)
of highway project includes construction cost and opera-
tion cost; the revenue (benefit) includes toll revenue and
revenues from service area and advertisements. Referring to
the “project feasibility study report”, we have compared the
differences among all kinds of costs and revenues. The con-
struction costs and operation costs as well as revenues from
service area and advertisements quote relatively from “project
feasibility study report”. It is noted that the toll revenue is not
an exact quote from “project feasibility study report”, due to
the financial evaluation in traditional construction projects,
in which the toll revenue is also positive when calculated.

The difference between the PSC and the bidding price is
the VFM of the potential project, as shown in Figure 2, from
which we can find that only the cost of retained risk (Rr)
is same in PSC and PPPmodes. While for the pilot of replac-
ing the business tax with a value-added tax, under a certain
applicable tax rate, the main factors of a company’s load tax
are the proportion of the deductible operating costs, opera-
tion revenues, and operation costs.

To guarantee the accuracy of VFM quantitative assess-
ment, the toll revenue needs to be proofread, which is the
basis for calculating PPP and PSC values.

3.3. Toll Revenue. The toll revenues of a highway project un-
der PPP mode and a reference project can be calculated by
the following formula [37]:

𝐵1, 𝐵1
 =
𝑛

∑
V=𝑖
(𝑇V × 𝑇𝑅


V × 𝑓V

 × 𝑁V
 × 𝐿) (1)

where𝐵1, 𝐵1 are toll revenues of a highway PPPproject and a
reference project, respectively (Yuan); 𝑇V is the average daily
traffic volume of vehicle type V (vehicle per day);𝑓V is the pro-
portional effective toll of vehicle type V; 𝑇𝑅V is the toll stand-
ard of vehicle type V (Yuan per vehicle per kilometer); 𝑁V
are the effective charging days of vehicle type V (day); 𝐿 is the
length of the highway project (kilometers).

Therelationship among these parameters can be expressed
in Table 1.

3.4. PSC Value Calculation. The PSC value calculation in-
cludes calculating the raw PSC0, the competitive neutrality
CNV𝑎, the cost of transferable risk𝑅𝑡, and the cost of retained
risk 𝑅𝑟 (as shown in Figure 2), as shown in the following
formula:

𝑃𝑆𝐶 = 𝑃𝑆𝐶0 + 𝐶𝑁𝑉𝑎 + 𝑅𝑡 + 𝑅𝑟 (2)

where𝑃𝑆𝐶 is Public Sector Comparator value (Yuan);𝑃𝑆𝐶0 is
the raw value of PSC (Yuan); 𝐶𝑁𝑉𝑎 is competitive neutrality
adjustment value (Yuan); 𝑅𝑡 is cost of transferable risks; 𝑅𝑟
is cost of retained risk; this value can be equally deducted in
PPP value calculation, so it is not calculated.

In formula (2), the raw PSC0 can be calculated by the
following expression:

𝑃𝑆𝐶0 = (𝐶1 − 𝐺) + (𝐶2 − 𝐵) + 𝐶𝑥 (3)

where 𝐶1are construction costs of the reference project
(Yuan); 𝐺 are capitalization revenues of the reference project,
which should be subtracted from construct costs (Yuan); 𝐶2
are operating and maintenance costs of the reference project
(Yuan); 𝐵 are third-party revenues, including the toll re-
venues 𝐵 = 𝐵1 + 𝐵2 and revenues from the service area and
advertisements (Yuan); 𝐶𝑥 are other costs of the reference
project, including construction cost, consulting service fees,
construction costs of connected facilities, and supporting
projects of the reference project, as well as the third-party re-
venues for providing surrounding land or business develop-
ment remuneration (Yuan).

Competitive neutrality adjustment value CNV𝑎 aims to
eliminate a public sector’s competitive edge compared to a
private investor under the reference project. The public sec-
tor’s competitive edge includes the spending on land cost,
government reviews and approvals cost and income tax.

The cost of risk 𝑅𝑖 includes the cost of transferable risk 𝑅𝑡
and the cost of retained risk𝑅𝑟 . Quantitativemethod of calcu-
lating cost of risks includes probability method, ratio meth-
od, andMonte Carlo method, and this paper uses probability
method. Through setting five different scenarios, including
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Figure 1: The quantitative evaluation process of a highway project under the PPP mode.

Table 1: Toll revenue calculation parameters relationship.

Parameters Project feasibility
study report Reference PSC project PPP project Reason

The average daily traffic volume of vehicle
type V 𝑇V

0 𝑇V ≤ 𝑇V
0 𝑇V

 ≤ 𝑇V
0

Traffic volume
forecasting more

optimistic
The effective toll proportion of vehicle type V 𝑓V

0 𝑓V ≤ 𝑇V0 𝑓V
 ≤ 𝑓V

0 See note 1
The toll standard of vehicle type V 𝑇𝑅V0 𝑇𝑅V = 𝑇𝑅V0 𝑇𝑅V

 = 𝑇𝑅V
0 No change

The length of the highway project 𝑁V0 𝑁V ≤ 𝑁V0 𝑁V ≤ 𝑁V0 See note 2
Note 1: consider the existence of special vehicles such as the military vehicles performing official duties, police cars, fire engines, and freight trucks delivering
fresh agricultural projects without having to pay highway tolls.
Note 2: during Spring Festival, the Qingming Festival, the Holiday of Labors Day, and the National Day, for a total of 20 days, the passenger cars (seats less than
7), toll fee is waived; other vehicle types are the same as that in the project feasibility study report.
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the good, basic, bad, worse, worst scenario, and then calcu-
lating the weighted cost of risks by reckoning the probability,
the calculation formula is as follows.

𝑅𝑖 = ∑
𝑗

(𝑅𝑖𝑗 × 𝑞𝑗) (4)

where 𝑅𝑖 is the cost of risk 𝑅𝑖, including the cost of transfer-
able risk 𝑅𝑡 and the cost of retained risk 𝑅𝑟; 𝑅𝑖𝑗 is the risk
consequence value when the j scenario happens; 𝑞𝑗 is the
probability when the j scenario happens; the cost of transfer-
able risk 𝑅𝑡 can make up 70%-85% in the total cost of risk 𝑅𝑖.

3.5. PPPCalculation. ThePPP value equals the public sector’s
bidding pricePPP0 plus the cost of retained risk𝑅𝑟 , which can
be expressed as

𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃0 + 𝑅𝑟 (5)

where 𝑃𝑃𝑃0 is the bidding price (Yuan).
The public sector’s bidding price PPP0 includes construc-

tion costs, operating and maintenance costs, and other costs.

𝑃𝑃𝑃0 = (𝐶1
 − 𝐺) + (𝐶2 − 𝐵

) + 𝐶𝑥
 (6)

where𝐶1 are construction costs of the PPPmode (Yuan);𝐺
are capitalization revenues of the PPP mode project, which
should be subtracted from construct costs (Yuan); 𝐶2 are
operating and maintenance costs of the PPPmode (Yuan); 𝐵
indicates 𝐵 = 𝐵1 + 𝐵


2 including toll revenues 𝐵


1 and the ser-

vice area and advertisement revenues 𝐵2 (Yuan);𝐶𝑥 denotes
other costs of the PPP mode, including the consulting ser-
vice fees, market testing fee, transfer the compensation, pro-
ject’s connected facilities and supporting project’s construc-
tion costs, the revenues for providing surrounding land or
business development remuneration, and loan interest rate
(Yuan); 𝑅𝑟 is cost of retained risk; this value can be equally
deducted in PSC value calculation, so it is not calculated.

3.6. VFMAssessment. TheVFM calculation can be expressed
as follows:

𝑉𝐹𝑀 = 𝑃𝑆𝐶 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑓𝑉𝐹𝑀 = (𝑃𝑆𝐶 − 𝑃𝑃𝑃) ÷ 𝑃𝑆𝐶 × 100%
(7)

where 𝑉𝐹𝑀 is the value of VFM; 𝑓𝑉𝐹𝑀 is the index of VFM.
If 𝑉𝐹𝑀 > 0, 𝑓𝑉𝐹𝑀 > 0, which means that the PPP mode

project passes the quantitative assessment, this PPP project
is profitable. Otherwise, the PPP mode project fails in the
quantitative assessment.

3.7. Replacing the Business Tax with a VAT Pilot. In March
2016, China’s Ministry of Finance and China’s State Adminis-
tration of Taxation have jointly published “the notice for im-
plementation of replacing the business taxwith a value-added
tax pilot”. In the study of Zheng and Zhu [38], the highway
planning and construction will be affected by the replacing
the business tax with a VAT pilot policy.

Before the pilot that replaces the business taxwith a value-
added tax, 3.3% of highway toll revenues should pay the tax
payable and attached; after this pilot, the applicable tax rate
is 11%, and the rate with deduction of VAT is 17%.Therefore,
this pilot can affect the highway project on the tax, which is
shown in Table 2.

Here we assume the gross profit margin of a highway PPP
project company is𝑚; then we get𝑚 = (𝐵−𝐶2)/𝐵. According
to Table 2, we can simplify the calculation formula of changes
in load tax as

𝑝 (𝑘,𝑚) = 0.145𝑘 ∗ 𝐶2 − 0.066𝐵
0.033𝐵

= 4.4𝑘 ∗ (1 − 𝑚) − 2.0
(8)

where 𝑝 denotes load tax rate changes of a project company
after the replacing the business tax with a value-added tax
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Table 2: The influence of replacing the business tax by a value-added tax pilot on highway projects.

Tax type Items Calculation

Collect business tax

Operating revenue B
Operating cost C2
Operating profit B-C2

The tax payable and attached B∗3.3%

Collect value-added tax

Operating revenue does not include tax B/(1+11%)
Substituted money on VAT (See note 3) B∗11%/(1+11%)

No tax deductible operating costs k∗C2/(1+17%)
Input VAT ( input value added tax ) k∗C2∗17%/(1+17%)

The VAT payable= substituted money on VAT- input VAT B∗11%/(1+11%)-k∗C2∗17%/(1+17%)
Operation company’s tax change The VAT payable - The tax payable and attached B∗11%/(1+11%)-k∗C2∗17%/(1+17%)-B∗3.3%
Note 3: for the reason of highway construction costs in project investment estimation, here only the operating cost’s VAT deduction is considered.

Table 3: The toll revenue of proposed project, unit: million Yuan.

Category 2015 2019 2023 2028 2033 2038 2048
⟨Feasibility Study Report⟩ 32.47 47.34 68.12 97.00 135.92 169.15 210.49
PPP projects 25.98 37.87 54.50 77.60 108.74 135.32 168.39

pilot (%); 𝑘 is deductible proportion of operating costs (%);
𝑚 is gross profit margin of a project company (%).

From above formula we can see that a highway PPP
project company’s load tax rate change p is connected with
the deductible proportion of operating costs k and gross profit
margin m. Figure 3 reveals the relationship among p (as the
dependent variable), k, and m (as an independent variable).

4. Case study of Heda Freeway in
Heilongjiang Province, China

4.1. Basic Data of the Heda Freeway Project. The proposed
project Jiamusi transit section of Heda freeway is located in
the northern Heilongjiang Province, and its total length is
25.837km, and the design speed is 100km/h, with roadbed
width of 26.0m for four-lane highway. The total project cost
is 2096.43 million Yuan.

The project adopts the PPP mode, with the government
sector and the private sector providing 28% and 29% of total
funds, respectively. The total 57% of funds as the capital can
be used to establish the project company. The remaining
funds and construction period interest will be invested by
the project company; the project combines the “User Pays
Feasibility” with “Subsidy Gap”, and the government does
not participate in revenue sharing. The toll revenue in project
feasibility study report and the toll revenue after being re-
viewed were shown in Table 3.

Parameters setting is as follows: lending rates = 4.90%
(Bank of China announced on October 24, 2015); discount
rate = 4.0% (according to Heilongjiang Province local gov-
ernment long-term bonds of 3.63%, determined comprehen-
sively); reasonable profit = 5.90% (increase 1% on the basis of
long-term lending rates).

4.2. VFM Evaluation

4.2.1. PSC Value Calculation

(1) Calculation of 𝑃𝑆𝐶0. After calculating, construction costs
of the reference project𝐶1 are shown in Table 4. Capital gains
theoretically should be the recyclable residual value of fixed
assets at the end of the operation period, which highway
projects may not consider, 𝑅 = 0. Costs for the operating
period 𝐶2 and the third-party income 𝐵 = 𝐵1 + 𝐵2 are also
shown in Table 4, where 𝐵1 is the toll revenue, and 𝐵2 is the
service area and facilities along income. Additional costs for
this project do not exist, 𝐶𝑥 = 0. After calculating, the raw
𝑃𝑆𝐶0 = 1108.74 million Yuan.

(2) Calculation of 𝐶𝑁𝑉𝑎. In the listed project competitive
neutrality adjustment values, the reference project is also
required to pay water conservancy project funds. The rest of
listed adjustment values are equivalent expenditure that both
government and social capital require. Therefore, adjustment
values include income tax, water conservancy funds, and
VAT. Thus, for the reference project, the water conservancy
fund for the government to pay is 38.07 million Yuan; social
capital contributed VAT is 82.11 million Yuan; income tax is
99.96million Yuan. Then we can get the value of 𝐶𝑁𝑉𝑎 = 144
million Yuan.

(3) Calculation of 𝑅𝑡. Highway PPP projects often use prob-
abilistic methods to determine the risk costs. Risks that can
be transferred in highway PPP projects mainly include the
estimated investment risks and financial risks. Probabilistic
methods scenarios for determining risk costs are shown in
Tables 5 and 6, respectively.
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Table 4: The calculation process of PSC0 value, unit: million Yuan.

project Construction period operation period
Features 2016 2017 2018 2019 2023 2028 2033 2038 2043 2048
1 Cash inflow 0 0 0 110.21 110.90 111.84 113.03 114.50 115.87 117.48
1.1 Operating Income 0 0 0 28.18 40.97 58.84 83.68 117.15 145.72 181.28
1.2 Recycling residual value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.3 Financial subsidy 0 0 0 82.03 69.93 53.00 29.35 -2.65 -29.85 -63.79
2 Cash outflow 187.19 272.32 241.35 110.21 110.90 111.84 113.03 114.50 115.87 117.48
2.1 Capital investment 176.1 234.8 176.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.2 Operations Management Fee 0 0 0 2.23 2.37 2.55 2.75 2.96 3.19 3.43
2.3 Maintenance costs 0 0 0 2.74 2.91 3.13 3.37 3.63 3.91 4.22
2.4 Overhaul costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.5 Water conservancy fund 0 0 0 0.85 1.23 1.77 2.51 3.51 4.37 5.44
2.6 Debt service 11.09 37.52 65.25 104.40 104.40 104.40 104.40 104.40 104.40 104.40
3 Net cash flow(1-2) -187.19 -272.32 -241.35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PSC0 = 1108.74
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Figure 3: The relationship among 𝑝, 𝑘, and𝑚.

Herewe assumed that the transfer risk takes 70%.Accord-
ing to estimation, the cost of risks that can be transferred (𝑅𝑡)
is 197.25 million Yuan.

(4) Calculation of PSC. In summary,𝑃𝑆𝐶 = 𝑃𝑆𝐶0+𝐶𝑁𝑉𝑎+𝑅𝑡
= 1108.74 + 144.00 + 197.25 = 1449.99 million Yuan.

4.2.2. PPP Value Calculation. Because the cost of risk reten-
tion can bear the cost inside of risk retention, we only cal-
culate construction costs and operating costs that a shadow
government offers.

According to the analysis of PSC values and PPP0 values,
the project life cycles of PSC and PPP values are calculated
(see in Table 7); Table 8 shows specific results for the base-
line scenario. The project 𝑉𝐹𝑀 = 241.85 million Yuan and

𝑓𝑉𝐹𝑀 = 16.7%, both of which are positive, which indicate that
the project is suitable for the PPP mode.

5. Discussion of Different Scenarios

Based on domestic actual situation and international experi-
ences, it is difficult to form amature and sophisticated discus-
sion due to lack of sufficient practice and data accumulation.
Meanwhile, VFM quantitative assessment is also at the stage
of exploration, and there are several uncertain factors which
may affect the VFM. This paper compares three scenarios,
including the LAR, discount rate change, and VAT pilot to
analyze the differences and then provides some suggestions
for value ofmoney assessment of highway projects under PPP
mode in China.
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Table 5: The estimated investment risks scenario of probabilistic methods, unit: million Yuan.

Scenario Risk consequences Probability Weighted
favorable More than 5% construction cost savings 5% -5.24
Basic Construction cost savings 5% - cost overruns 5% 10% 0
Unfavorable Construction cost overruns 5% -15% 50% 104.82
Poor Construction cost overruns 15% -25% 25% 91.72
Worst More than 25% of construction cost overruns 10% 52.41

Weighted average 243.71

Table 6: The financial risks scenario of probabilistic methods, unit: million Yuan.

scenario Risk consequences Probability Weighted
favorable More than 20% higher than the estimated value 20% -5076
Basic As same as estimated value 40% 0
Unfavorable 10% lower than the estimated value 20% 2538
Poor 20% lower than the estimated value 10% 2538
Worst More than 30% lower than the estimated value 10% 3807

Weighted average 3807

Table 7: The calculation process of PPP0 , unit: million Yuan.

Project Construction period Operation period
Features 2016 2017 2018 2019 2023 2028 2033 2038 2043 2048
1 Cash inflow 0 0 0 71.74 84.47 102.36 127.21 160.71 189.30 224.88
1.1 Operating Income 0 0 0 28.18 40.97 58.84 83.68 117.15 145.72 181.28
1.2 Recycling residual value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.3 Financial subsidy 0 0 0 43.27 43.27 43.27 43.27 43.27 43.27 43.27
1.4 Input VAT 0 0 0 29 23 25 27 29 31 33
2 Cash outflow 189.89 266.72 222.13 69.90 70.16 72.23 75.02 78.69 111.29 129.60
2.1 Owning funds 183.29 244.38 183.29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.2 Operations Management Fee 0 0 0 2.23 1.77 1.91 2.06 2.22 2.39 2.57
2.3 Maintenance costs 0 0 0 2.74 2.18 2.35 2.53 2.73 2.94 3.16
2.4 Overhaul costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.5 Output VAT 0 0 0 2.79 4.06 5.83 8.29 11.61 14.44 17.96
2.6 Income tax 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22.60 33.66
2.7 Provident Fund 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.78 10.10
2.8 Debt service 6.60 22.34 38.84 6214 62.14 62.14 62.14 62.14 62.14 62.14
3 Net cash flow(1-2) -189.89 -266.72 -222.13 1.84 14.31 30.13 52.19 82.02 78.02 95.28

IRRR of PPP = 4.30% PPP0 = 1208.14 million Yuan

Table 8: VFM comparison under different scenarios, unit: million Yuan.

Scenarios Construction of
expenditure

Operating
subsidies per year PSC PPP 𝑉𝐹𝑀 𝑓𝑉𝐹𝑀

Baseline scenario 587.00 43.27 1449.99 1208.14 241.85 16.7%
Scenario 1: Local
governments are
responsible for
LAR

609.07 41.82 1446.38 1206.26 240.12 16.6%

Scenario 2:
discount rate 6% 587.00 60.05 1323.43 1216.97 106.46 8.0%

Scenario 3:
Business tax and
surcharges

587.00 39.43 1391.03 1149.11 241.91 17.4%
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5.1. Under the Scenario of LAR. LAR is not only the key but
also a difficult part of highway construction projects. Usually,
it is most likely to be an origin of social risks. This is because
local governments are familiar with local area projects so
that they are more suitable for LAR. It would be easier for
governments to attract social capital and reduce projects’ risks
if governments shoulder the responsibility of LAR. Here the
proposed project LAR = 20.07 million Yuan.

It can be seen from Table 8 that there will be an extra
expenditure of 22.07 million Yuan during construction when
the local government is responsible for LAR compared with
the case where they ignore LAR. However, operating subsidy
reduces by 1.45 million Yuan per year for the latter case, and
𝑉𝐹𝑀 and 𝑓𝑉𝐹𝑀 do not change significantly. Given that gov-
ernments’ bearing responsibility for LAR has a great tempta-
tion for social capital, it is recommended that governments
are responsible for LAR if conditions permit.

5.2. Under the Scenario of the Discount Rate Changes. Not
only the profit level of social capital but also the government’s
annual subsidy is directly related to the discount rate. Taking
the case of a 4%discount rate as the baseline, the other param-
eters are unchanged, compared with the scenario of domestic
usual discount rate of 6%.

As we can see fromTable 8, compared with a 4% discount
rate, at the time of 6% discount rate, government expenditure
during construction period is unchanged while operating
subsidy increases by 16.78 million Yuan per year, and 𝑉𝐹𝑀
and 𝑓𝑉𝐹𝑀 decreased remarkably. Therefore, a lower discount
rate is favorable for governments, and governments need to
minimize the discount rate within a reasonable range when
they are in negotiations with the social capital investors.

5.3. Under the Scenario of Replacing Business Tax with Value-
Added Tax (VAT). The gross profit of a highway PPP project
is always low or even negative (about 20%) and the deductible
proportion of operating costs is also low (about 40%), accord-
ing to Zheng and Zhu [38]. The replacement of business tax
by VAT evidently affects highway PPP projects, and it usually
leads to a 65% increase in the tax burden.

From Table 8, we can compare the pay VAT. To pay the
business tax, the government expenditure during construc-
tion period is constant; while operating expenses decrease by
3.84 million Yuan per year, 𝑉𝐹𝑀 and 𝑓𝑉𝐹𝑀 increase slightly,
which implies that replacing the business tax with VAT is
adverse for highway PPP projects, which is shown earlier in
Figure 1, describing that replacing the business tax with VAT
is negative for overall burden of highwayPPPproject, andwill
increase government subsidies.

From the above analysis, here we can obtain the related
management insights into the PPP development of freeway
projects. Firstly, local government should be responsible for
LAR if condition permits, which will attract social capital’s
investment on highway projects. Second, under a reasonable
lower discount rate, local government can save some expendi-
ture and the social capital investors may invest more actively.
At last, the replacement of business tax by VAT will increase
the highway project company’s burden, so local government

may provide more subsidies to make up the loss for the high-
way project.

In addition, this manuscript only considered the tax
the investor paid in the project cost in the model (see in
Section 3.7); the change of tax rate should also be taken into
account in the PPP agreement and be borne by the govern-
ment via toll/subsidy adjustment mechanism, which will be
the focus of our future research.

6. Conclusions

This paper focused on the three actual development demands
of highway project’ value of money assessment under PPP
mode in China, including whether the government is respon-
sible for land acquisition and resettlement (LAR), the dis-
count rate changes, and the policy replacing business tax
by value-added tax in 2016. This paper discussed Value for
Money (VFM) quantitative assessment of highway projects
under PPP mode in China, which considers currently three
actual development demands in China. A case study of Heda
freeway has been presented, whose results show that a higher
discount rate is profitable for the private sector, while a
lower discount rate is favorable for the government sector.
Meanwhile, this paper attempted to analyze the influence of
replacing business tax by a VAT pilot. For a lower gross profit
margin and deductible proportion of operating costs, the load
tax rate of highway PPP project companies will increase.

This paper did not considerweather risks on highwayPPP
projects, especially for Heilongjiang Province’s current reality
that the crossing traffic volume is lower in the remote location
of Northeast China (such as Heilongjiang Province, Inner
MongoliaAutonomousRegion) inwinter than in southeast of
China (such asGuangdong, Zhejiang Province). In the future,
combining more highway traffic volume data, we will explore
the effect of the traffic volume on highway PPP projects.
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